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Here is the summary of today's proceedings in the Environment and Communications Legislation Committee 
estimates hearing. 
 
The committee met from 9.00am until 9.08pm. 
 
The committee called the environment outcomes of the Agriculture, Water and the Environment portfolio, 
including: 
 

• Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources; Snowy Hydro Limited; Australian Renewable 
Energy Agency; Clean Energy Finance Corporation; Clean Energy Regulator; Climate Change Authority; and 
the Australian Energy Infrastructure Commissioner. 
 

Topics discussed by the committee included: 
 

• $600 million announcement for the new gas-fired power plant in Kurri Kurri, Hunter Valley to be built by 
Snowy Hydro Limited (Snowy Hydro); 

• instruments, legislation and regulation surrounding Snowy Hydro’s control of the market share in the peak 
electricity market; 

• legal advice to the Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources (DISER) surrounding the 
expansion of Australian Renewable Energy Agency’s (ARENA) remit to permit investment in non-renewable 
energy sources; 

• role of the Commonwealth and the National Cabinet in regard to the National Energy Market (NEM); 
• necessity of dispatchable gas energy to the smelting industry; 
• Australian Energy Market Operator’s (AEMO) forecasting of the reliability gap in the electricity market after 

the closure of the Liddell Power Station; 
• costs associated with the establishment of different forms of new energy infrastructure; 
• modelling surrounding the 1000 MW supply gap figure used by the Government in reference to the Kurri 

Kurri gas plant business case; 
• role of different sources of energy in the national energy mix; 
• timeline regarding the release of the Kurri Kurri gas plant business case to the public and a timeline of 

communications between Snowy Hydro and the Government on the business case; 
• questions in relation to the projected Snowy Hydro market share of peaking electricity market and Snowy 

Hydro’s existing natural gas-fired power plant assets; 
• Snowy Hydro’s response to high electricity price events; 
• involvement of Mr Jeff McCloy in the development of the Kurri Kurri case plant proposal; 
• DISER’s position on the International Energy Agency’s Net Zero Roadmap report and recommendations; 
• DISER’s understanding of what constitutes “low emissions technologies” under ARENA’s proposed 

expanded remit; 
• Government’s position on ARENA investing in gas technology; 
• figures surrounding Australia’s emissions reductions achievements; 
• Government’s position on Australia’s Nationally Determined Contribution under the Paris Agreement; 
• communications between DISER and the Prime Minister before and after the Prime Minister’s participation 

in President Biden’s Leaders Summit on Climate Change; 



• Update on development of the Government’s Long-term Emissions Reduction Strategy; 
• Details surrounding the administration of funding allocated to the development of carbon capture and 

storage and blue hydrogen technology; 
• Australia’s compliance with the Kyoto Protocol as compared to other signatory countries; 
• Coordination between the DISER and the Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment on 

climate policy; 
• Update on DISER’s work on the Marinus Link project and its negotiations with the Tasmanian Government; 
• Update on DISER’s work on the Battery of the Nation project; 
• Vulnerabilities in the National Energy Market to outages; 
• DISER’s work surrounding the Australian Local Power Agency Bill 2021; 
• Details surrounding the Government’s $30 million grant to Squadron Energy’s proposed power plant; 
• Funding in the Budget for the Fuel Security Service Payment and the timeline for the publication of 

program details; 
• government’s review of the petrol and diesel standard, as well as the expected timeline for Australia to 

adopt a Euro-6 petrol and diesel standard; 
• timeline of the release of the Liquid Fuel Security Review paper; 
• questions in relation to Snowy Hydro’s decision not to utilise the Colongra Gas-Fired Power Station in 

electricity high price events; 
• runtime of the Colongra gas-fired power station in comparison to the projected runtime of the Kurri Kurri 

gas-fired power station; 
• figures on the projected costs of the Snowy 2.0 development; 
• Snowy Hydro’s role in Australia’s transition to renewables; 
• administration arrangements for the funding announced for the Kurri Kurri gas-fired power station’s 

development; 
• benefits of Kurri Kurri gas-fired power station for the local community and economy; 
• discussion between the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and Snowy Hydro in 

relation to Snowy Hydro’s projected market share; 
• impact of increase of renewables on the electricity grid; 
• role of gas in a transition to a decarbonised economy; 
• Snowy Hydro’s response to energy price spikes in May 2021; 
• relationship between Mr McCloy and Snowy Hydro CEO Mr Broad; 
• ARENA’s understanding of what the most cost-effective forms of energy generation are; 
• status of the memorandum of understanding between DISER and ARENA regarding the design of the new 

programs designated to ARENA; 
• Government’s position on the use of delegated legislation to change ARENA’s remit; 
• ARENA’s definition of “low emissions technologies” in regard to its proposed new functions 
• Clean Energy Finance Corporation’s (CEFC) understanding of what constitutes “clean energy”; 
• impact of the delay of the passage of the Grid Reliability Fund on the CEFC’s work; 
• CEFC’s expectations around the return on capital on their investments; 
• Clean Energy Regulator’s definition of “clean energy” for the purposes of their work; 
• cost on businesses to ensure compliance with the regulations CER administers; 
• status of projects under the Emissions Reductions Fund after the end of their contract periods with the 

CER; 
• government’s position on the appropriation on farming land by previous governments for carbon 

abatement; 
• financial barriers regarding large-scale solar energy generation; 
• role of the Climate Change Authority in Australia’s energy transition; 
• communication between CCA and other government agencies and departments in regard to the CCA’s 

report Economic recovery, resilience and prosperity after the coronavirus; 
• nature of complaints received from the public by the Australian Energy Infrastructure Commissioner (the 

Commissioner) regarding wind farms; and 
• Commissioner’s awareness of research regarding the impact of wind turbines on the Earth’s atmosphere 

and weather patterns. 


